
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF LITTLEPORT BRASS BAND 
WEDNESDAY 23RD MARCH 2016 @ 7:30PM  

Present:  Andrew Keen (Chairman), Simon Sharpe (Vice-Chairman), Angela Revell 
(Treasurer), Sharon Sharpe (Secretary), Sue Peacock, Adrian Revell, Rhiannon Smart, Steve 
Garwood, Chris Burt, Charlie Dowdeswell, Sarah Bowe, Giles Philby, Clare and Jamie Clay, 
Rebecca Mason, Andrew Cooper, Andrew Bateman, Tom Pearson and Duncan Farley-Smith 

Apologies:  Niki Bloom, Ron Robinson and Shaun Pope 

Election of Officers 

President:  Tony Roberts 
 Proposed:  Simon Sharpe 
 Seconded:  Sharon Sharpe 

Chairman:  Sue Peacock  
 Proposed:  Rebecca Mason  
 Seconded:  Sharon Sharpe  

Vice-Chairman:  Andrew Keen  
 Proposed:  Sharon Sharpe  
 Seconded:  Charlie Dowdeswell  

Treasurer:  Angela Revell 
 Proposed:  Sharon Sharpe  
 Seconded:  Andrew Keen  

Secretary:  Sharon Sharpe 
 Proposed:  Sue Peacock  
 Seconded:  Chris Burt  

Musical Director:  Vacant  

Contest Secretary:  Andrew Cooper/Nigel Markwell 
 Proposed:  Rebecca Mason  
 Seconded:  Andrew Keen 

Librarian:  Steve Garwood  
 Proposed:  Charlie Dowdeswell  
 Seconded:  Rebecca Mason  

Committee:  Adrian Revell, Simon Sharpe, Rhiannon Smart 

Minutes of the Last Meeting – were read by all present and agreed as true record and signed 
by the Chairman, Andrew Keen. 



Matters Arising 
♦ Christmas Concert – one had been held and it was dire.  Andrew Cooper stated that 

the band needed to be better prepared, do more advertising and every band member 
needs to commit.  Andrew Bateman stated that the events held in the Cathedral should 
be focused on more as these are well attended.  Simon Sharpe said it was awesome to 
play in the Cathedral and to see so many people attending.  Rebecca Mason mentioned 
how poorly attended the Ridgeon’s carol service was and she is too embarrassed to 
make contact with them for 2016.  Everyone agreed that more effort was needed 
because Christmas time is a high earner.  Andrew Bateman stated that there is an event 
in the Cathedral for 18th November and also 10th December – the Band agreed to do 
these and Andrew Bateman will continue to liaise with Linda Joel (Ely Cathedral) about 
these events. 

♦ Attendance – Andrew Cooper stated “that it had been shite this year and he had only 
enjoyed the run up to the Areas out of the whole year.  As the band have nothing to aim 
for in the middle part of the year players skip rehearsals and make no effort which 
therefore leads to a downward spiral.  Last week showed that players can make the 
rehearsal if they need to.  The Band needs to do a contest in May or a concert”. 

o Clare Hall stated that the Band is trying to organise a joint concert with RoxVox 
and it was agreed that Sharon Sharpe will email Clare to confirm a date. 

o Angie Revell stated that poor attendance also affects the Committee as in to 
what and how many engagements we can commit to. 

o Sue Peacock agreed with Andrew Cooper and stated that we need to start 
moving forward.  The Band could not commit to contests in May because Nigel 
Bramley’s first priority was GUS and that was a busy period for them. 

o Chris Burt said it would be good to get out and contest whilst we are in 2nd 
section and also it would be good to go to Butlins in 2017.  Sue Peacock felt that 
players would be divided over Butlins as in some just want to attend and not play 
but she would go with the majority of the band.  Andrew Cooper stated that most 
bands would use the test piece from Leicester and Milton Keynes at Butlins. 

♦ Sue asked for vote from those present that the band should do more contests/
concerts and after a show of hands that motion was carried. 

♦ Clare Clay stated that Matt (drummer) would hopefully be available for the summer 
programme and Angie stated that Nathanial would be more than happy to help him. 

♦ Rhiannon Smart stated that she is pretty sure that Howard Roberts will be joining on 
trombone. 

Musical Directors Report  

Last year’s Area contest 14th place was disappointing, and after coming 13th and 12th in the 
previous years in the first section, we had to accept relegation to the second section. The band 
never really settled on the stage in the first section, we always left our best performance in the 
rehearsal room. Nerves continued to be a problem for some, and percussion missing entries 
and playing out of time is never going to produce the results we are aiming for. Milton Keynes 
was interesting, the band seemed relaxed and confident and put on a really good show, and 
Pageantry is a very difficult piece even for Championship bands to master. Andrew Cooper 
was an absolute star in Rusalka, and I think generally it was probably the best the band had 
played on the contest stage at that level, 7th place was a very creditable result given the 
competition we were up against. 



  
The Joint Concert with GUS was poorly attended, and I can only apologise for Gus’s lack of 
effort to promote this event, considering it was their concert secretary’s suggestion in the first 
place, which left Littleport to do all the organising in the end, the band played well and the 
concert was still enjoyable despite a small audience. Sutton prom concert went down well as 
usual, but the Christmas concert was in my mind a complete waste of a day, probably not a 
great venue, but the lack of audience left me feeling a bit deflated to say the least. 

The build up to this year’s Area was good, generally good attendance from the band, but again 
we found ourselves looking for deps. The bands tuning and sound quality had improved, and 
the piece was coming together really well. We had a real chance of qualifying this year, but it 
was not to be with various things going wrong, nobody makes mistake deliberately, but 
percussion always seems to let the band down on stage. I don’t want to make a big thing about 
it, but it really does need sorting out if the band is to do well, it is an important section of the 
band, not just an ‘Add On’. The remarks may not have mentioned the missed entries and 
playing out of time from the perc section, but I assure you it would have made a difference had 
it all been in the right place. 

I would like to thank Sue Peacock for her hard work organising deps and standing in for Nigel 
Markwell as Contest secretary, as well as taking the band in my absence. And I would like to 
thank Andrew Keen and the committee for their hard work and support.  

Some of you will know, I had been thinking of standing down as MD, and I very nearly called it 
a day after last year’s Area, as I am finding it impossible to find enough time to play for Gus, 
Conduct Littleport and run a business, so I have decided to stand down. This has not been an 
easy decision, and it has nothing to do with this year’s area result, even if we had won, I had 
already decided that I cannot continue trying to do everything. I do not wish to cut ties with 
Littleport for good, I will be happy to do the odd contest, and happy to dep for jobs on Cornet or 
Conduct, but I really do not have the time now to continue as full time MD with the band, my 
business takes up a huge amount of time, and as I am still playing cornet for the Gus band I  
need to find time for home practise which I have been neglecting for some time now.  I will 
continue as MD up to 20th April, after which I will be busy with Gus preparing for the Grand 
Shield contest early May and the Masters at the end of May. I have enjoyed my time with the 
band over the last 9 years, and I wish the band all the best for the future. 

Chairman’s Report  

First of all thank you for attending this AGM, the first in history to be held on a rehearsal night 
as far as I am aware. 

2015/16 went past like most years, fast and busy, although the engagements were few they 
were still crucial to the running and existence of the band.  A difficult year contesting, results 
getting away from us, however getting placed higher than local competition is always good and 
brings a smile to the face of weary contest players.  Relegation from 1st to 2nd section was of 
course disappointing but it does give opportunity for rebuild and focus for another year. 

Players come and go in banding, especially at this level and it is difficult to find dedicated and 
quality players in Cambridgeshire, we are all fighting for survival so thank you to all who helped 
with sourcing deps for contests and concerts. 



This banding year has seen personnel changes again, Sarah Green and Matt Ralph left us to 
pursue other projects, and I wish them well in whatever they are doing.  Nigel Markwell’s 
illness left him absent from the band over the last part of the year, so pleased that he is making 
progress and hopefully will return asap to once again take up the mantle of band anorak/
professor and player, and of course the very sad passing of Michelle Dowdeswell, a lovely 
person who was a valued and loyal member of the band, she will be sadly missed. 

I feel this past year has been hard work so a few thanks will not amiss, my thanks as always 
go to all Committee members (although not many) for your continuous hard work to help keep 
Littleport brass Band afloat in today’s difficult banding climate, thank you to Sue Peacock who 
put in the hard work leading up to the recent contest by stepping into the Contest Secretary 
position in Nigel Markwell’s absence.  A big high five and thank you to all players who have 
been committed to the band over the past year and well done for 5th place at last weekend’s 
Stevenage contest. 

Finally a big thank you to Nigel Bramley for another year of focus and commitment to the MD 
position.  Although contests and concerts have not produced the right results his patience and 
focus has always been consistent. 

So …….. onwards and upwards. 

Treasurer’s Report 

Last year as a total we made £1391.50 in engagements which is £819.61 less than in 2014.  
We didn’t lead the Scouts St George’s parade and we didn’t play at Abbotts Ripton, March 
Park or the Littleport Society Christmas event.  However we did play at Ramsay Abbey, which 
we hadn’t done for a few years and we were pleased to be welcomed back to play at the 
Sutton Proms, Hunstanton and Jubilee Gardens.  We organised a joint concert with GUS band 
in which the proceeds were shared 50/50 and made us £274.10. 

December was again quite busy.  We were invited back to play at a Carol service organised by 
Ridgeon’s.  Andrew B organised for the band to play at Ely Cathedral and we also managed a 
carol playing evening at Tesco which earned us £298.50.  We decided to stage our own 
Christmas concert, sadly the band far outnumbered the audience and we made a small loss of 
£11.00. 

Subscriptions collected this year totalled £1587.00, down from £1915.00 in 2014.  
Bandmaster’s expenses totalled £750, up from £615.00 in 2014.  The subs are a vital part of 
the band’s income allowing us to ensure there is money to help with all the regular expenses of 
insurance, heat and light, registration fees etc. during the lean months.   

The cost of heat and light was up last year to a total of £389.36 compared to £249.27 in 2014; 
this was due in part to a faulty heater.  The cost of insurance was also up, £1166.27, compared 
to £1089.13 in 2014; however the instrument schedule for insurance has since been updated 
so if we’re lucky we may see a small decrease in 2016. 

After lying dormant for several years the decision was made to close the Junior band accounts, 
a decision prompted by the bank when they wrote to us in April to advise that they would close 



them to a holding account if we took no action.  This money, a total of £361.22 is now in the 
band’s savings account, but would still be available for a Junior section if anyone ever came 
forward to start one. 

Overall in 2015 we spent a bit more than we earned, but we start 2016 with enough money in 
the bank to see us through the usually lean months leading up to the summer. 

I’d like to give my thanks to Ann Garwood for auditing the books for us once again. 

Any Other Business 

Band Subs – Angie Revell stated that she wanted to change the way we collect the Subs by 
moving over to a calendar month payment of £10 collected via standing order.  She thanked 
Adrian Revell for collecting the subs every week but stated that if he is not in attendance then 
nothing is collected.  She felt that at the moment there was no need to increase the subs but 
this could change in the future.   
Sue Peacock proposed a motion for this to be carried out on the first Wednesday in May 
(Angie will get the paperwork in order before) and after a show of hands this was 
carried. 

Musical Director – Andrew Cooper explained the process that Waterbeach had been through 
and they had received 7/8 good candidates and had auditioned 4.  He will discuss this further 
with Sue Peacock and the advert will be put out the following week. 
There was a lot of discussion about this and the following are the main points 

♦ Andrew Bateman felt that the Band needed to make informal phone calls to see who is 
out there that would be able to cover and keep the momentum of the band going. 

♦ Rebecca mason mentioned that Nigel Bramleys summer concert music could be a bit 
heavy 

♦ Sue felt that we need to know what the applicant’s music choice would be for a good 
summer programme and music for the weekly rehearsals. 

♦ Clare Clay stated that she had paid for an advert on Facebook  and it had reached over 
1400 people. 

Schools - Andrew Bateman had been repairing some of the older instruments and selling 
them.  He thought it would be a good idea to try and use these instruments and get involved 
more with local school children.  He stated that there are Grade 7/8 players that are out there 
but are not coming over into the Band.  He suggested that we hold a solo competition and the 
winner wins £50 and gets to play with the Band at the Hunstanton engagement. 

Rhiannon Smart stated that Manea had held a concert at the local primary school and invited 
players along the following week to rehearsal and they had run out of instruments so many 
children came. 

Clare Clay stated that a lot of primary schools have no music provision but she did like the idea 
of a solo competition. 

It was agreed that this was something that the new committee will look into and possibly take 
forward. 



General - Rebecca Mason asked if there was to be a collection for Nigel Bramley and it was 
agreed that there should be. 

Sharon Sharpe to send the AGM minutes to all players. 

Andrew Keen thanked everyone for coming to the AGM and it was great to see so many 
players there and to get their ideas. 

There being no other business the meeting closed at 9:10pm. 


